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Updates Since IETF 94

• 4 Updates since IETF94: -09, -10, -11, -12
  -09: Outstanding Updates going into IETF94
    Removed c-ip-anonimizing; made RFC5226 normative
  -10: Update based on WG Chair Review
    Cleanup RFC2119 language; remove “federation”
  -11: Updated Media Type reference (ID -> RFC)
  -12: Editorial Changes from AD review

• Revision -12 was submitted to the IESG for publication as an Informational RFC
Next Steps

• Comments received from IESG
  – Genart questioned Informational vs Standard
    • Explained semantics draft only provides requirements
  – Secdir questioned the assumption of no private data
    • Agreed to remove assumption and require confidentiality
  – Opsdir only had nits

• Updated versions -13/14 address nits and makes confidentiality REQUIRED

• Continue to address IESG comments
• Await IESG Approval